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The Transvaal Native Congress
1917-1920: The Radicalisation of the
Black Petty Bourgeoisie on the Rand
Philip Bonner

This is a summarized version of a larger paper that ~~ presented
to the African Studies Institute Se~inar in March 1980. The original
paper dealt in detail with a complex of factors that caused the
radicalization of the leadership of the Transvaal Native Congress.
This resulted in that organization undertaking a series of popular
based and ~ilitant campaigns on the Witwatersrand in the years
immediately after World War I. The paper has been edited for this
edition of Africa Perslective. Therefore it focusses on the material
conditions 1n African ownships and other residential areas and the
effects that these had on the popular militancy of the peroid. The
other causal factors have been summarized here and are footnoted to
the original paper, where they are dealt with in more detail .
Hopefully this editing process has not completely destroyed
the subtlety of the original analysis.

The radicalisation of black politics on the Rand during and immediately after
the First World war has often been noted by writers on South Africa. Simons.'·
8
7
Benson.2 • Walshe.3• Wickens, 4• Caris and Carter. 5• Roux.6• Legassick. • Johnstone. •

emergence of teeming urban slums; the steeply rising cost of living during the
and the simultaneous pegging of black wages at pre-World War ( levels; various
direct and indirect taxations on African earnings; the example of white worker
action, and the continued inflexibility of the job colour bar.
The interpretations provided are not mutually contradictory and it
stitch together a composite account.
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The same cannot be said of the shape and dynamics of the movements which were spawned by these pressures, and more particularly of the role and class basis of the
Transvaal Native Congress (TNC). Here two broad and mutually contradictory positions emerge. The first, articulated ~st explicitly by Walshe, is that the THC
and the African National Congress (AHC) more generally, retained its conserv~ti~e
petty bourgeois orientation and never effectively transcended its class origins
or effectively mobilised the political constituency that the times had placed in
its grasp.
Simons and less explicitly Benson take a diametrically opposite line. Criticising
"the binary model of standard Marxist theory• espoused by the International
Socialist League at the time, which denounced the ANC as, "Labour Fakirs of black
South Africa, black bell-wethers for the capitalist class•, Simons suggests
{s~ewhat obscurely) that African nationalism was the authentic vehicle of black
proletarian aspirations. by virtue of its effective mobilisation of agitation.
and its identification with British i~erial capital against its Dare immediate
white working class and farming oppressors. 9• Tracing an alaost totally different
route Johnstone ends up in the same cup. He equates Congress cupaigns with writing class resistance, and treats African politics inthis period as a largely
homogeneous movement. 10 •

to mention but the most important. have all cemented on the rising tide of militancy in this period. and have tried in varying degrees to identify the growing
contradictions which it expressed.

The purpos~ of ~his paper is to explore Dare sensitively and in 110re detail the
class dynamics of the black population on the Rand between 1917 and 1922. Its main
focus is the role and activities of the black petty bourgeoisie and the extent
to which their consciousness ~s affected by living conditions in the townships
and slums of the Witwatersrand.

Accounts of the origins of the •ovement share a nlllber of points in c:01111on
the growing tapoverishlent of the reserves (whether it be explained in terms of
structural underdevelopaent or gerely contingent effects of droughts); the rise
of a concentrated black urban proletariat as a result of the secondary industrialization promoted by the war; the concomitant shortage of housing and the

This study hopes to take up these issues by working fon1 3 central premises.
Firstly, that the petty bourgeoisie as a class stands between the dominant relations
of production of c:apitalisa, that is to say the capital/labour relation. and as
such is pulled two ways. Secondly, that•
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the more separated is a social sector from the dominant relations of production,
and the .are diffuse are. its 'objective interests' and consequently, less
developed its 'class instinct' - the more the evolution and ~e resolution of
the crisis will tend to take place on the ideological level. •
Finally that the black petty bourgeoisie in a colonial racist society was a
fundamentally different creature from that found in the developed capitalist world.
The colonised black petty bourgeoisie was both stunted and repressed, and unable
to articulate with conviction its characteristic va l ues of statology, the myth of
the ladder of status quo anti-capitalism. 12 • In addition, for every one of those
admitted to its ranks, there was always a correspongingly great substratum among the
upper levels of the working class- generally described at the time as the "educated" or "civilised" -who aspired to their positon but found their upward mobility
blocked. A downward identification towards this group. at least by a section of
stunted petty bourgeoisie, was therefore always on the cards. How far thi' would
proceed, and the extent to which this class which was united only by ideology and
its intermediary position would cohere on this issue, or split, would be determined by economic, political and especially ideological class struggle.
ln June 1917 the leadership of the ANC shifted decisively to th1 Rand. Seme and
Dube were ousted and S.M. Maghatho and S. Msane were elected respectively President
and Secretary General.
Huch of the impetus for the purge came for the Transvalers and those involved with
the Johannesburg newspaper Abantu Batho. 13 • The Rand was now overwhelmingly the
largest centre of black urban population in SOuth Africa, both of workers and the
incipient black petty bourgeoisie.
During the war industrial development had taken off, sucking in huge numbers of
those displaced form the land. Between 1915/16 and 1921/22 the number of industrial establishlents on the Rand increased from 862 to 1 763, while the black
working class engaged in non-mining activities (including •works•) swelled from
67 111 in 1918 to 92 597 fn May 192D. 14 • Such an environment provided the natural
l ocus of political organisation, more especially as nearby Pretoria was the seat of
political power. 15• and it was to here that the centre of gravity of black political
organisation naturally moved.
Equally important i~ forcing the pace of this change was the growth of the black
petty bourgeoisie. As industry and the black working class expanded so opportunities for the black petty bourgeoisie opened up. Teachers and others with basic
educational qualifications flocked to try their luck in the economic heartland of
the Rand. It as these men who fonned the organisation core of the TNC and it was
to thea that the .antle of the leadership now inrreasingly fell.
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1917 was also important on the Rand for an additional reason. In t he middle of 1917
inflation began to bite. The rise in prices and falling real incomes which followed
the wa~ provided the trigger for the most radical black agitation to be seen in
South Africa prior to the Second World War, and provoked a systematic rethinking of
•native policy• in the Union, and more particularly in the urban areas of the
Rand. Yet is would be a serious mistake to exaggerate the importance of this factor
at the expense of the wider range of repressive discriminatory mechanisms which bore
on virtually the whole of South Africa ' s black population at this time.

Without wishing to do violence to the essential integrity of the labour repressive
system which governed the daily lives of virtually all Africans of the Rand, five
main areas of control can be discerned - wages, passes, housing, contrafnts on
upward mobility and capital accumulation, and education. Each is interrelated;
each fell differentially on different sections of the African population. Yet
while their differential incidence provided scope for future reformist initiatives.
aimed at driving wedges between the black population, their effects were sufficiently
pervasive during and immediately after the war to provide the basis for a broad
populist movement of agitation.
It is to these that we shall now turn. Wages, constraints on upward mobility and
accumulation and educat ion are dealt with very briefly. 16• Passes and especially
housing are dealt with in more detail.
The most burning grievance of the day for all classes in society was that of wages .
For the permanently proletarianised it was just not possible to make ends meet at
the prevailing rates of pay. The generalized poverty of the African working
class is readily apparent from an exa~ination of wage levels and estimates of the
cost of living at the time. 17 • One thing also emerges very starkly from these
figures, and that is the ~11 difference between the wages of the black petty
bourgeoisie and the rest of the black working class. The objective conditons for
an alliance of convenience centred on the denand of 1/- a day therefore clearly
existed, and renders intelligible the universal support accorded to this demand
in 1918 and 1919. At the same time the lines of potential cleavage within this alliance should not be ignored. A real if blurred line of demarcation existed
between those who thought of themselves as educated and civilised and those they
deemed were not. A refrain that runs through the evidence to the Moffatt Commission is the needs of this rather amorphous group on the Rand. As Msimang put it:
Hany Europeans do not understand these people. They do not understand tha~ he
lives at a fairly high standard of living. These people need- in fact they
require - all the things practically required by the European. Take the food
bill. Host Europeans seem to think these people are content with porridge,
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but you will find they have quite a representative t abl e. Meat, tea and so on. 18 ·
There was clearly a percieved community of 1ntarest between the black petty and
asp1rant petty bourgeoisie. The possibilit~~s this presented fGr strai ght
1deological co-option have already been mentioned, but here was ~ re to lhe1r
c011111un1ty of interest than mere ideological fcr•ns. Many, though by no n:e;.ns all
of this •community• were permanent urban dwellers who were struggling against the
odds to ra ise their familtes 1n town. This menat that their total costs of reproduction had to be covered by incomes g~nerated in the ::'t.ies, which in the case
of urban workers simply did not stretch th4t far. Powerful pressures therefore
existed for their wives to go out to work , wh1 ~ h seems to have been as true of
all but the most affluent sections of the petty bourgeoisie as it was of those who
aspired to jo1n their ranks.
This particular conjuncture of circumstances both served to cohere the petty and
asp1rant petty bourgeoisie, and paradox1cal ly to dri ve them closer together wi th
the rank and fi l e of the working class. As Debbie Gaitskell has shown two broad
categories of women ca~ to be settled in the towns. Firstly, those coming
unattached or fleeing from their homes. who became domestic servants, washer women
or prostitutes, or took up illicit liquor sel ling to earn an inc~. Secondly,
the wives and daughters of families of those who cace to settle penManently in
town. Perhaps the most striking characteristic of this group was their relatively
high literacy levels, 4.711 of Transvaal women from the country being literate as
opposed to 311 of their urban kin. 19 • It seems likely that the majority of the latter provided spouses for the urban petty and aspirant petty bourgeoisie, thereby
serving to cohere it even further around the values of education and civilisation,
yet their openings for employment were almost as limited as those of the urban
unattached. Opportunities for domestic servl ce were limited. besides separating
theu from their families and homes, and wages had in any case been depressed
between 5/- and 10/- at the beginning of the war. 20 • Washing was back-breaking and
low paying, and for the women of Klipspruit location , involved travelling costs
which virtual ly cancelled out any profits to be ~de.
The only alternative in these circumstances was the illicit brewing of liquor,
which auto=atically thrust them back into the arns of their lu=pen and proletarian
brethren in the locations and in the towns. Willi~ letlalo, for example, recalls
how his wife was forced into illicit liquor brewing to provide funds to send his
chi)~crn to school - Letlalo was at t hat time a Transvaal Native Congress ~er
and a storernan • in ~ arg~nt a member of the aspirant petty bourgeoisie,
The
number of caaplaints to official bodfes and government commissions fraa
members of the petty bourgeoi sie about police ra i ds for liquor seem to indicate

this w3s an i~portant occupation of this class . 21 · Once again, then, we find
aris ing in the particular conjuncture of the war-time economy t~o contradictory
trends. One the one hand, the coher ing of the urban petty and aspirant petty
bourgeoisie : on the other, the possibilit ies of ~~bilising a broad class alliance
comprising the proletariat, lumpenproletariat and petty bourgeoisie. Only the
day-to-day flux of the class struggle, and the respective pressures and inducements offered by the main protagonists in the conflict- capital and labourwould determine the eventual position of the petty bourgeoisie.
If the black petty bourgeoisie and working class were thrust together on the
issues of wages and cost of living, they found themselves in equally close
proximity In relat ion to housing and passes. Both issues occupied a central place
in their representations to official commissions and government bodies, and were
central planks in thcfr campaigns of 1918- 19.
Passes were perhaps the most bitter source of grievance, and by their multi-functional
nature afflir.ted and hence united all sections of the black urban population. Passes
were primarily used to enforce contracts of employment and to prevent workers from
seeking new jobs, higher wages or improved conditions of work. A sense of the
repressive function of the pass law was no doubt present in the minds of black workers
from the earliest rl.l•" or ~~e system, but it only emerged fully
blown in t he consciousness of the black petty bourgeoisie with the·sanitary workers
stril:e on the Rand in April 1918. Sentenced to three months hard labour on the jobs
they had previously performed, for presuming to strike for higher wages, the ubucket
boys•• helplessness before the interlocking mechanisms of Pass Laws and Hasters and
Servants legislation stripped bare for all to see the labour repressive funct1on~ of
the law.
Nine months later the same point was driven home in a pamphlet issued by the Transvaal Native Congress. "At our meeting at Vrededorp on 30.3.19" , it bluntly proclaimed
•we came to the conclusion that passes prevented money.• 22 • Passes did indeed
?revent money, and in a variety of more subtle and disgui sed ways. Passes were
renewed each month and wages recorded on them. This served to prevent workers
from pushing new eDployers for higher wages . In addition to this workers and the
African petty bourgeoisie were subjected to a range of ather passes - the 6-day
pass,which obliged the worker to find new employment within six days; the travel l ing
pass which required the payment of a shilling before the worker was allowed to seek
employment outside of the district of his registration; and the ' special' which,
strictly fnterprete~ needed to be carried by the worker when he left his emrloyer's
premises . Night passes were required by anyone who wished to be out after 9.00~. in
a municipal area, and their applicaton had been extended to black women shortly
before the war. Th is proved a fertile source of compla int form the African petty
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bourgeoisie in particular , since it exposed women
allegedly in pursuance of their duty .

lightly run the risk of crossing the wishes of the ir masters. It is hardly surpr i~
sing that they became the focus of militant agitation on the Rand in March and
April 191g. Yet while oppressing all sections of the African community, and providing a focus of cross~class opposi tion, they did not oppress all black urban dwellers
in the same way, and thus simultaneously furnished a means of fragmenting and defu~
sing the ag,itation to which they had given bi r th. The irreducible core of t he pass
laws was maintaining a politically stable low wage economy by enforcing contract s
and inhibiting mobi lity, and by policing and rooting out the criminal lumpenproletarian mob.

to the uncou th attentions of police

Before moving on we should consider two last aspects of passes which~:::e:e;: the
. t d
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The authorities were however always keen to relax the regulations governi ng the
granting of exemptions and certificates of reg istra t ton. Reg istration and exemption certificates freed their holders from the normal operat ion of the pass laws, from
the night curfew and from ' native' taxat ion - all of which were major gr ievances of
the urban populace at the t ime. They also virtually automatically entitled t he
possessor to higher rates of remuneration, since the pass could not now fulfill
its customary wage pegging function, and since exemption was taken as an index of
potential for a higher calibre of work . 25 • Like the agitation on wages therefore,
the agitat ion on passes was a double edged weapon since i ts central target could
as it were be dismantled and used to disorganise the alliance i t had spawned.
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•rhe Pass Law is •••• slavery.•26 • Housing ran close second for the prize of the
most hated si ngle institution governing black urban life on the Rand. Conditons
were truly appalling. Existing accommodation fell into five distinct categories:
in townships like Klipspruit which served Johannesburg, or others like t he Blue
Sky location which were donnitories for other towns along the Rand; in areas of free~
hold occupation like Sophiatown, ~rtindale, Hewclare or Alexandra; i n the urban
slums of Vrededorp and the Malay location, Fordsburg, Doornfontein, Ferreirastown ,
Jeppestown, Marshalltown and Prospect Township, where rooms in yards could be hired;
on the premises of employers or in compounds they built to house their employees;
and in barrack-like compound accommodation such as that at Jubilee and Sal isbury
which the munici pal councils bui lt to accommodate their own and other private
busi nesses' employees . 27 •
Material conditions were unifonaly squalid and depressed. Klipspruit, Sophiatown,
Martindale, Hewclare and Genaiston and a number of other east Rand locations were
built immediately adjacent to municipal sewage deposi ting sites, which was the
principal reason for them becoming available for African occupation. Klipspruit was
the worst. By 1917 it was virtually surrounded by the sewage fann, with many huts
being within 300 yards of its perfmeter. 28 · Most families lived in the municipal
built V~shaped huts, which were •no more than an iron roof placed over the floor•; 29 •
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punds, or in rooms hired in adjacent multi-racial slums. Each -and certainly the
last - was Tess sati sfactory than accommodation provided in locations and hence
helps f urther exp la in why such urban dwellers were so anxious to move out. On the
premises of employers he avy renta l s 1tere often charged, l eading to overcrowding; in
c0111pounds t here was no provis ion for famil ies to stay; and the slu:ns were characterised by the most degrading conditi ons to be f ound anywhere on the R~nd . Tenants
~ere h~u$ed in unsanitary yards, divided up into numerous tiny ro~~s ; they lived
cheek by jowl with criminals, prostitutes and other lumpenproletariat elements;
rent s were extortionate, usually averaging 25/- to 30/- per month for a room; disease
was rife (these areas usually being the sour·ce of epide:uics that periodically ravaged
the Rand ) ; and i nfant mortality rates were higher than anywhere else (355,18:1 DOD in

1919-1920) . 37 •
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The collective grievance over housing was thus one which could mobilise virtually
al l sect icns of the African community. At the same time it should also be recognised
that it was felt most keenly by the same ueducated• and •civilised• who were struggling
to ccnstruct a tolerable family life in the towns. Jammed together in d1sease-ridden
hovels with the lowest strata of black society, they were the most anxious to escape
the dubious advantages of the location. To the extent then that the authorities could
provi de housing for this sector and introduce a few elementary reforms in the running
of the locati ons, these people were open to being detached from the radical populist
alliance that emerged in f918-19t9. The authorities themselves were not slow to take
the point. Disease. and the influenza epidemic were jeopardising the reproduction of
the more permanently urbanised population on the Rand; 38 • shortage of housing .was
breeding intense disaffection both fn the locations and the volatile urban slums .
As Major Cooke observed in discussions with the Parks and Estates Committee:
The Committee is perfectly aware the period has been marked by a considerable
~unt of industrial unrest, and that no longer did the native take up that
docile attitude which he had done in the past. This is a result of education which
has been instilled fn him, and will be found even more apparent, with the result
that we:must look for more increased difficulties and we must be more careful
than in the past --- the time was by no means inopportune for reviewiny the
procedure regarding native administration (and in particular) housing. 9 •

H.s. Bell, llative Sub-Conmissioner, embroidered on the theme. After connenting on the
unsympathetic treatment meted out to •the better class of educated and skilled•. he
went on to say:
There are the educated and skilled native labourers, many of whom are of decent
class and desire to live decently, and many young men and women growing up of
the same class, who have nowhere to go for any sort of recreation after thetr daily
labours, nowhere where they can go in the evenings ••• it is surely the duty of the
public to assist them to become respectable, and try and alienate them from the
illicit liquor evils and other evils to which so many are driven ••• As far as
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I know there is absolutely nothing being done to meet the requirements of this
class, wno 61aim to be the leaders of the natives and some grow into bitter
agitators. 4 •
The Government was not slow in grasping the nettle (although it should bs noted that
its grip quickly slackened when the urban agitation died down after 1921). In
September 1918. Louis Botha urged the Administrator of the Transvaal that the housing
question should be taken up urgently with the local authorities. •The present state
of affairs• he emphasised was, "not only a grave menace to public health, but in
addition the social and moral evils accruing from the indiscriminate herding together
. 1uca bl e • •41 •
of Europeans and natives in slum quarters in Johannesburg are 1nca
Shortly afterwards, in 1919, the Public Health Act was passed, empowering local
authorities to prevent or remedy unhealthy housing conditions, and thi s was followed
in 19ZO by the Housing Act which authorised the central government to assist local
authorities in preparing housing schemes and Which allowed them to raise loans
either privately or from government sources. 42 • Clearly the needs of •the better
class of educated and skilled• were finally receiving some attention, ~hich may
provide one part of the explanation of why the urban militancy on the Rand flickered
out in 1921.
The black petty bourgeoisie on the Rand were not a h01ogenous group at this time.
This group can be divided between the small business owners on the one hand and
professionals and salaried employees (clerks, teachers. etc.) on the other. One thing
that united both strata of this class was the tight limits placed on their capacity
for capital accumulation. To both· ~roups this was what was signified by the
•colour bar•. Government service was closed to blacks. They were also not allowed
to own businesses or black eating houses' in white areas. A number of restrictions in
the form of rents and licence fees operated even in the black townships.

Some locations, according to Bell, the Native Sub-Commissioner of the Witwatersrand.
were monopolised by European traders. and Kagan gives examples of such intrusions into
Alexandra and Klipspruit. In the freehold areas the situation was in many respects
worse. Properties in Sophiatown cost two to five times the going price in neighbouring white areas, and were beyond the reach of most of the African petty bourgeoisie,
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while trading was dominated by •coolies and foreigners• . • Perhaps the clearest
evidence of the slender resources of the African petty bourgeoisie however is the
small number that could even afford to build their own houses under leasehold arrangements in places like Klipspruit. and the frequency with which those that were built
44
were auctioned to cover arrears to stand rent. •
As a result of this many educated Africans chose salaried employment as a preferable
alternative. We have already noted the effect of wage levels at the time on this
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group's tendency to Identify with the working class.

It is striking that prior to the sanitary workers' demand for higher pay in June 1g1a
there is scarcely a hint of the impend1ng radicalisation of the black petty bourgeoisiE
At the outset of this paper I argued that the petty bourgeoisie, lying between the
two dominant relations of production. tended to swing according to the pressures
exercised on it by the two contending classes.
The events of 1g1B-1920, in my view, bear out these propositions. The ideology of
one wing of the petty bourgeoisie ~as clearly disarticulated and re-articulated to
that of the working class. A middle section vacillated continual ly and experienced
an identity crisis in response to the contradictory pulls of capital, state and the
black working class, and the more established affluent and reactionary section sustained, with occasional deviations, an ideology articulated with that of the ruling
class. The speed with which substantial sectors of the petty bourgeoisie swung in
mid 1918 is clear evidence of the precarious ideological hegemony exercised by the
ruling classes over a racially repressed petty bourgeoisie in a colonial situation.
It is also testimony to the depth of working class resentment that had built up in the
course of the war.
the ~ove to collective actton after theNar is a complex question.
Even before the war, when inflation had begun to bite workers had been pushing for a
wage increase. A major precipitating factor however was the Munici pal Engineers Strikf
of 11-14 May 1918, which put out the town's lights for five nights. The speed with
which the municipality caved in and a 23S increase was awarded to all white municipal
workers as a result of their action was no doubt an object lesson to all black
workers on the Rand. 45 • Whatever the precise interplay of these factors the black
workers emp)oyed on the mechanical section of the S.A.U. soon got the message. On
13 Hay - right in the middle of the Engineers strike - they also ~nded and
secured an increase of 3d a day. 46 • The success of the railways workers' action
had a ripple effect across the Rand.
Whatpr~eted

Black workers tn the municipal co;pounds soon followed suit and made similar demands.
The town council was intransigent and adopted a repressive strategy to those workers
who refused to work.
The upshot was 152 arrests and the callous sentence handed down by Magistrate Mcfie.
Congress and the African public generally were outraged and the 1/- a day
campaign was about to commence.
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The first TNC meeting on the matter was held on the evening of the 10th, although
its executive, through the offices of Letanka, had taken up the case of the strikers
when the first arrests were made. 47 • Its proceedings soon revealed many of the
cleavages, as well as the pre-occupations, that were to characterise Congress over
the next two years. Kaghato, President of SAHHC, opened the proceedings by observing
that the municipal workers had struck because they were united and had been arrested
because of the pass laws. If the blacks just folded up their arms and stopped work,
they would surely hurt the white man. H.L. Bud Hbelle, by contrast, proposed
that they should petition the Governor General, for a relaxation of the penalty,
to which Htota (probably an IWA member) retorted they should forget the Governor
General and if no satisfaction was given they should strike. I. Bud Hbelle (fifteen
years interpreter in the High Court in Kimberley) then intervened and made a plea
for 110deration.
Hbelle was however shouted down by the audience. At this ~ting the working class
was already beginning to exercise its pull. However no definite demands or
course of action emerged at this stage.
Fbr Isaac Bud Mbelle and the older, sore established and more affluent section of
Congress things were now getting thoroughly out of control. On 13 June he telegrammed the Minister of Justice and appealed to him to revoke the harsh sentences 1mposed on the municipal workers and thus dampen the militance that was growing
amongst the black working class.
However, other sections of the TNC began to repeat a more militant position and the
meeting of the 19th was far more signifitant. Until this point no single formal
demand had been made for an increase in .ages, although it is safe to ass~ that
c0111plaints had been registered from the floor at Congress ~~~eetfngs. Habaso started
with what was to become a f~iliar diatribe against location systea:

i~ order to get a living most of the girls and women are engaging tn the il l icit
l1quor trade and ended up in jail.

Mvabasa and Selope Thema then launched into attack on Christian missionaries and
Christian teaching.
What is interesting about these speeches aside from their evident passion, is the
transformation of consciousness which they seem to entail. The logical inconsistency
of elements in their previous ideological discourse had been revealed; Christian
values like submissiveness and expecting your due reward in heaven had been found
wanting and distredited. In their place we see the process the construction of a new
ideological unity with popular appeals to the land of our chiefs. the God who brottght
us our customs being re-integrated tnto a new populist discourse. Politically and
ideologically the tide was on the turn.
As significant are the continued cleavages within Congress that emerge at this meeting .
All were infected by the atmosphere of the gathering. but here was a limit to which
some of the leadership would go. Maghato for ex~ple stoopped short of aligning
hi•self with the activities of the International Socialist League. Habaso on the
left of Maghato was more prepared to trust the white radicals in this ~vement.
It is was left to Mvabasa to articulate the militant class position in its most
unadulterated form. To the horror of his 110re 110derate colleagues on the platform
he 110ved a resolution, seconded by Thema, that Congress request the authorities and
employers to increase wages of black workers by 1/- a day as of t July 1g1a. In
.ativating this motion he ~de the following remarks, whith clearly betray the
influence of the I st. whose meetings Mvabasa had attended since late the previous
year. •The capitalists and workers•, he said,
are at war everywhere in every country ••• The white workers do not write to the
Governor General when they want IDOre pay. They strike and get what they should.

He pointed out IClipspruit and Ger111iston location as the place of the natives

where all the dirt fraa the towns is deposited or thrown. This ai111s at uking
natives bring forth unhealthy children, who would soon die away.
The Union Goven.ent, he continued, was asking to take control of the later Ge1'1111n
colonies:
We oppose the idea. We are in hell and do not wish that our brethren tome to this
place of ton~ents.
Charlotte Maxexe took up the same point of the genocidal policies of the white
population. After protesting that:

Despite interventions by
ignored or shouted down,
Herbert Msane of the ISL
(to avoid detectives) to
the main business of the

the Reverend Lebalo and Caluza, which were respectively
the die was now well and truly cast. It only re~~~ined for
to propose a secret cc.ittee of five fr.- the ISL and 1liC
work on a strategy and for a collection to be made before
meeting was over. 48 •

If SOlie Congress leaders were becoming uneasy the Goverraent was also clearly getting
cold feet. To begin with, they had taken up an extreaely hard and uncQIPOnDising line.
When it had seemed that the municipality might be caving in to the RUniciptl st~ikers'
delands, the Magistrate. Johannesburg. the Deputy Co-missioner of Police and the
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Acting Assistant Director of Native Labour, had written to the council urging them
to take a hard line on the strike.
of a general strike of black workers quickly concentrated their minds.
The prospec t
· h
1d
On the 14 th, the Minister of Justice replied to Mbelle's telegram, say1ng e wou
lace it before his colleagues at the earliest opportunity; and opportunely fr~ the
Point of view of the timing of the strike, the Director of Prisons was able to 1~f~rm
~belle on 26 June that the Governor General had agreed to the release ~f th~ mun1c1pal
workers on probation.49. The hesitation of the Congress leaders at th1s po1nt
·
· ·
t t
was made Part of the reason was
meant that little progress 1n dev1s1ng as ra egy
•
that no-one was clear whether a strike call had been made on the 19th. In any case,
·
· t was foolish to strike on the first day of the demand.
as Mvabasa pointed out, 1
in the eyes of Tinker, Ntholi and other members of the
Equally important, however,
the black working class was not yet well organised enough
ISL/IWA was the belief that
to str1"ke. 50.
· ·t ·s clear the strike idea was still alive
Yet for all these differences of emp has1s 1 1
and ~ell in the minds of some of the Congress leadership.
Nevertheles s, it appeared that for the time being at least the strike had been
postponed. on the following day (Sunday), a mass meeting was held at Ne~ Market,
Newtown attended by "thousands of natives" which Maghato addressed, tell1ng them
there w~s no strike, and that they would be told what to do the following Sunday.
The leadership might have compromised but the workers were in no ~ood t~ be fobbed
Off • On July •1st "Practically all the natives employed by the var1ous f1rmS00 ••• d
put forward an application for an increase of wages at a rate of 1/- a .d~y • an
were waiting for a reply. " ••• all disclaim (ed) any intention of stnk1ng, but
(E. Berg , Town Inspector) very much doubt whether they will continue that attitude
were tlley to meet a general refusal". 51. Others were not. so long
suftering. Several industrial concerns strucK, while at Ferreirasdorp, Robin~on
.
4 000 several hundred (?) and 2 000 mineworkers respect1vely
Deep an d Crown M1nes,
t
refused to go down the shafts, only complying once they had been charged by bayone
and rifle wielding police.
A few days later, on 9 July, Prime Minister Botha graciously agreed to entertain a
deputation of the black community to listen to their grievances. The list they
presented was a judicious mixture of working class and petty bourgeois concerns,
·
It included complaints about
.
b
providing plenty of scope for cosmetic concess1ons.
the increased cost of living due to the war, low wages, disadvantages 1mposed Y
the "colour bar", lack of educational facilities, the shortage of housing, the.
distance of locations from the town, together with a request for suitable hous 1ng
provisions. 52 •
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On 24 July a further delegation was admitted, representing black residents in the
Pretoria district. The process of token conciliation was clearly in full swing. 53 •
The latter part of 1918 marks a lull in African opposition, and this is perhaps the
appropriate point to draw some general conclusions about the agitation that emerged.
One thing that is absolutely clear is that for the Congress leadership at least,
and probably also for the mass of the African working population, these events provided the first full realisation of the strength of the organised working class. As
Saul Msane said in evidence to the Moffat Committion,
The masses in the native population are beginning to realise that they are an
indispensable factor in the natural and social fabric of South Africa. They are
beginning to see that the whole industr~al system in this land is based and must
be based on their willing co-operation. •
Numerous speeches at meetings in this period corroborate this impression. Also
apparent is the polarisation among the leadership of the TNC. The older, better
established section who were also frequently residentially divided from the working
class (eg. Msane lived in Bree Street) 55 • proved extremely reluctant to throw
their lot in with the working people, having more to lose in terms of their standing
with the authorities, and the favours which this might ultimately provide. On the
other side, there were those whose outlook was profoundly transformed by this period
of working class mobilisation- people like Mabaso, H.C. Bud Mbelle, Selope Thema,
Mvabasa, and to a certain extent Letanka too. Nor should the influence of the ISL
and IWA be underestimated here - as it often is - since it was their members
(Ntholi, Kraai, Cetiwe, Sebeho and others) who often held the line when it came to
more militant action. Finally, there were those- most classically Maghato- who
were caught between and remorselessly pulled two ways, men who were neverthless
important in Congress because they coud speak to both factions, and who eventually
helped it back on a constitutionalist path.
The Moffatt Commission's recommendations which were published in September were
received differently by different sections of the black population. While some
were mollified by its concessions (and the Johannesburg Chamber of Commerce agreed
to a 25% increase over pre-war rates of pay in the categories Moffatt specified) 56 •
the vast majority were not. Moffatt had barely touched on the broader structures of
exploitation and oppression, and as inflation bit deeper a further explosion was on
the cards.
Inflation kept on rising; no new housing was forthcoming; and passes continued tp be
viewed as the principal means of obstructing higher pay. Early in 1919 therefore
African leaders began, in the words of Johnstone, to advance a new tactic in the
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campaign for extra wages- passive resistance against passes. 57•
The anti-pass campaign precipitated one of the more dramatic expressions of African
cross class unity to be seen in this period - not surprisingly since the common, but
by no means uniform, incidence of the pass laws across the African population served
as a focus of grievance for virtually all classes. On 3 April the newspaper Abantu
Batho reported that the previous Sunday (March 30), the del~gation which interviewed
the NAD, the Chamber of Mines, the NRC and the Municipal Council on the question of
1/- a day had held a mass meeting to cOmmunicate the substance of the discussion.
"The report", according to Abantu Batho, "didn't please the meeting as this question
was an old one. It was therefore agreed that passes be thrown away as passes are th
foundation on which the refusal of Europeans is based.• 58 •
The decision was made on the basis of the fact that employers proved very reluctant
to implement the wage increases recommended by the Moffatt Commission. Since
pass laws preven~ed the suc~essful ~r~secution of strikers then the obvious target
was the pass laws themselves.
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The movement got into full swing on 22 ~rch 1919. A large gathering met outside
the pass office and informed the pass officer that after repeated representations
they had received no increase in wages and they had therefore decided to refuse to
ca rry passes . 59 •
In the afternoon, pickets proceeded to the suburbs demanding passes from employees
in white businesses, and collected probably 2 000 or more. 60 • The following day
threatened even more militant agitation. The Director of Native Labour cabled the
Native Affairs Department in Pretoria that the movement was still growing and that a
meeting of 3 000 black had been in progress for the last four hours. A cordon
of friendly pickets surrounded the meeting which would only allow entry if passes
were surrendered. Much the same pattern of events was expected for the 2nd, it having
been decided on the previous day that a new mass meeting should be held; that all
blacks working in town were to be pulled out by pickets - special attention being
given to the municipal compounds; that mine clerks were to co-operate in getting the
mine labourers to come out; and that delegates from Pretoria, Potchefstroom, Boksburg
and Benoni were to secure the surrender of passes and the cessation of work in those
areas. 61 • Police reinforcements being by now available however, the strike leaders
were arrested and a large crowd followed the arrested to the charge office. Here,
further demonstrations took place and further arrests were made. 62 · Finally, on the
3rd, mounted police charged a large crowd demonstrating at the Court, many being
inj ured and many arrests being made.
Sporadic incidents occurred for the rest of the month. Violent clashes took place
between black and white civilians in Vrededorp on the 3rd and 4th, resulting in 108
arrests; on the 9th, when a meeting. was urged to release the prisoners from gaol;
on the 14th, when those arrested on the 4th handed in their gaol tickets and with
other passless Africans were arrested once more; and on the 25th, when an unsuccessful
attempt was made on a police escort taking prisoners from the court house to gaol, a
total of 306 being detained on these occasions. Meanwhile similar outbursts were
taki ng place all over the Rand. Benoni was perhaps most seriously affected. At a
meeting on the 2nd, fifteen arrests were made after which large crowds gathered at
the charge office behaving, in the language of the police report, in a disorderly
fashion. Similar episodes were reported from Maraisburg and Springs in which latter
instance fifty ringleaders were incarcerated in gaol. 63 · Only Boksburg for a time
seemed relatively immune, owing largely to the "moderation" of its branch chairman.
What conclusions can we draw from this new phase of political radicalisation?
Firstly, although it cannot be traced so readily through the minutes of meetings, the
process of polarisation was still going on. At the very beginning of the disturbances Maghato hurried off to the Native Sub-Commissioner, Pretoria, to say that ~~e
situation was getting out of contro1. 64 · On the other hand it was the familiar,
figures of Mabaso, H.L. Bud Mbelle, E. Ounjwa. Cetiwe and Kraai who led the march
to the Pass Offfice which started the affair. At the same time we see a ne~
element entering the agitation, no doubt because it was passes that were under attJc~ the lumpenprol eta riat of Vrededorp and other urban slums. Of the 316 Jrrested on
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4 April in the Yrededorp disturbances, 45 had previous convictions for serious
crimes, 15 for desertion, and 10 for minor offences (for example, pass laws, drunkenness, habitual loffing}. On~ enterprising individual had 26 previous convictions,
another 22, one 15 pass law offences, and another two had convictions for a1tering
65
passes. A similar pattern emerged from the arrests of the 14th. • Clearly a new
and dangerous element was entering the movement, with the arrival of the lumpen
urban mob, which was to prompt serious reflection as to what course of action to
pursue with the radicalised petty bourgeoisie.
A section of the THC leadership now seems to have drawn back from the brink. The
vi·olence unleashed by the anti-pass disturbances, from workers and the lumpen·
proletariat, as well as from the police, seems to have given rise to serious misgivings. Official soft-soaping once more served to reinforce this feeling.
OVertures were ~~ade to the leaders of the THC. The Low Grade Nines Conmission was
appointed and Congress invited to give evidence. Promises of a far more liberal
granting of exemptions from passes were also made. These were advanced at a meeting
between Colonel Pritchard, the Director of Native Labour, and a delegation from the
TNC. After that meetfng he expressed the feeling that •a great majority of natives
would still require a lot of control, but the exempted ones would gradually make a
buffer population and readily increase•. Concluding he went on to further sugar the
pill by reporting that an inter-Departmental Pass laws Committee was about to be
set up, and that he was having discussions with the municipality to expedite the provi sion of housing and to see what could be done about prosecutions in Klipspruit for
66
illicit brewing of liquor. •
The overtures did convince some members of the TNC but the militant constituency of
Congress seemed to maintain its grip. Preparations to bring about a strike were
still being made by the organisation.
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part in the 1920 black mineworkers ' strike. 68 • Yet it was still not possible to ignore more radical kinds of pressures being exercised on the other wing of Congress
or the political polarisation within its ranks, that would persist until as late as
1g21. At the "native strikeN meeting for example on 20 February, "a Zulu" announced
that he wanted to speak about the strike. "They must do what they were told", he
said, "because the strike was organised and directed by educated people". The strike
was to take place on Monday morning, and the strike headquarters was 21 Delvers Street.
Its telephone number was 5791 to which all news should be sent. 69. Similarly,
in response to Habaso's plea for moderation on 22 February, the crowd replied that
Congress had failed to accomplish anything, and their faith in it had vanished. The
only thing for them to do was to go out on strike. 70 •
Other evidence of the continued radicalisation of Congress, in at least its middle
ranks, is supplied by a report of a Congress meeting at Boksburg on 8 February 1920.
At this, Hgoja got up and gave a speech in a more familiar vein;
T~e black race ~st know that white people are thieves and devils ••• God
d1d not want cowards. They must look to the gaols as their homes The mine
natives must know they are producers of wealth and must get bette~ pay
There must be unity among blacks. The town lights can be put out
~~ica
sa id they would free a1J 1natives and they will help ••• America had·; black
f 1eet and it is coming. •
A millenarian and apocalyptic vision was also beginning to intrude. Which wing
would win out in this battle would be the product of changing rythms in the economic
life of the country and their effects on class struggles.
Some tentative hypotheses on this subject have been

advanced in an earlier paper
72
I wrote on this period; • detailed investigation, however, will have to await
another time.
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However another movement was stirring which was ultimately to create a new set of
rifts. On the 19th March Maghato reported that he and Chief Maghato had collected
£41.18.6 at Potchefstroom and £10 on farms at Delmas. What this heralded was a
new move into the countryside and a closer alliance with the chiefs. Naghato in
particular was susceptible to this shift, being the son of Kgorutle Ratad Maghato
{chief of the tribe at Mphahlele), and the grandson of Chief Haghato of the
Zoutpansberg area . 67 •
What was in the making was a rural populist movement Which was ultimately to reach
fruition after the decline of urban agitation in mid 1920.
Chiefly influence and conservatism was cle!rly oullino a s~ction of the Conoress
leadership one way , and Ra~ilane- was At pains to emphasise that Congress had no
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